[Clinical trial and evaluation on comprehensive treatment on attack in acute stage: report of 522 cases].
To investigate the clinical effect of the comprehensive treatment to acute stage of attack. On the basis of the previous observation, the study of the randomization control with general treatment, treatment on acupuncture and western medical treatment were carried out. A comprehensive treatment on overall traditional Chinese medical differentiation according to the superiority of every treatment was assessed and evaluated in 522 patients with attack. The comprehensive treatment of cerebral infarction was superior to the western medicine treatment. General treatment, treatment on traditional Chinese medical differentiation, acupuncture group revealed different improvement on neural function, daily viability, cognitive function in various extent. The comprehensive treatment that based on overall traditional Chinese medical differentiation has advantage and characteristic. It has positive combined action to the attack and relevant to clinical setting, easier to popularization and application. Various appraising amount form has different evaluating effects in different stage.